
   

 

 

 

A bicycle rodeo is a skills course for kids designed to be fun, interactive, and non-

competitive. A rodeo is a great way to introduce bike handling and traffic safety skills in 

a controlled environment while also engaging parents. You can easily incorporate a 
rodeo into any community event and connect the activity to themes such as "health and 
wellness", "environmental education" or "youth fitness". 
 

A successful rodeo is an enjoyable one, where kids come away with new or developed 
bike handling skills and a better understanding of traffic safety. We encourage 
organizers to engage parents as well, at minimum, by providing bike safety resources. 

 
Organize a rodeo in your community by following the steps below: 

 

1. Decide when and where to have your rodeo. 

 

 Will your rodeo be a part of a larger event, or a stand-alone activity? 

 2 hours is plenty of time for a rodeo; consider planning your rodeo just 
before or after lunch to ensure strong attendance. 
 

2. Rally parent or community volunteers. 
 

 You will to need recruit and train volunteers to reinforce skills at each 

station (training can be done 30 minutes prior to the start of your event). 

 Background checks are strongly encouraged for adult volunteers working 

with children 
 

3. Spread the word about your rodeo: 

 

 Create and distribute a flyer with event details in your neighborhood 

 Post your event on a local blog, create a Facebook event page, or Tweet it 

 Announce your rodeo at a school assembly or over the intercom 
 

4. Consider requesting a Cascade Bicycle Ambassador for your event  

 Ambassadors are equipped with bike maps and bike safety resources. To 
request an ambassador email cmpa@cascadebicycleclub.org. 

 



   

 

 

 
 

Below is a list of what you will need in order to put on a rodeo: 
 

 Space for your course  
 
A rodeo can take place in a parking lot, playground, or another paved area. We 
recommend a 70’x 80’ area (the bigger, the better). Make sure to completely 

cone off your space, especially if you are teaching in an area where cars might 
otherwise be entering.   
 

 Rodeo permission slips/waivers 

 

A sample waiver is located in your Rodeo Kit. We strongly recommended having 

each child participant turn in a signed waiver form at your event to protect the 

hosting group from liability. 

 Rodeo props and materials 

 
If you are borrowing a rodeo kit*, the following items should be in your bin: 

 
 Small cones 

 Large cones 
 Large sidewalk chalk (can substitute for plastic ribbon or blue tape) 
 Fence or bush sign 

 16 half-cut tennis balls 
 1 stop signs 

 
*We encourage you to build your own bicycle rodeo kit so that you can hold a rodeo 

anytime in your community. Building a kit can be a fun family or community activity. 

 

 
Recommended items: 
 

 Bicycle pump 

 Bike maintenance stand and tools  
 

 

 



   

 

 

There are 6 total rodeo stations, each of which has skills or objectives we would like 

children to learn. Find a summary of stations, objectives, and set up directions below: 

Children should always wear a helmet when they ride. Helmets should be ANSI 

approved and replaced after 4 years or one major crash.  

Objective: Check that helmets are fitted correctly (see helmet fit hand-out) and make 

adjustments where necessary. Introduce the ABC-Quick check and make sure bikes are 

in working order before kids ride. 

Set up: 2 volunteers, 1 table, waiver forms, ABC-Quick Check list, helmet fit hand-out 

Optional: bicycle pump, hand tools, and/or maps,  

Instructions: 

Helmet Fit (eyes, ears, mouth): Eyes should see the brim of the helmet when looking 

up, ears should have buckles in a “Y” adjustment beneath the lobes and side straps 

should pull down when mouth is opened.  

ABC Quick Check: 

Air: squeeze the tires to make sure they aren’t flat. 

Brakes: brakes should activate when squeezed. Make sure the rider knows how to use 

their brakes and that there is at least .5 inches of clearance between their brake levers 

and handlebars. 

Chains & Cranks: check that the chain is not rusted and runs smoothly, cranks should 

not move laterally. 

Quick Release & Check: quick release levers should be tight and secure. Check for any 

loose bike parts. 

Tips: 

 Have riders straddle their bike to make sure it fits properly and check shoelaces 



   

 

 

 

 

 

Riding out into the street from a driveway without first looking for traffic is a major cause of 

injuries and fatalities to children. 

 

Objective: Teach children to stop and look left, right and left again at the end of their driveways 

before entering the street or sidewalk and when approaching a driveway or an alley on a 

sidewalk. 

Set up: 1 volunteer, 1 fence or bush sign, 1 stop sign, side walk chalk and 6 small cones 

Instructions: 

 Have a volunteer hold a fence sign near the driveway exit to simulate an obstructed view 

explain to children that they should come to a complete stop before entering the street.  

 Have each child look left, right, and left again, before continuing forward. They may need 

to edge forward and look left, right and left again to see past the ‘obstruction’.  

Tips:  

 Remind kids to always ride on the right side of the street with the flow of traffic (and only 

if they have permission from their parents) Make sure they stay to the right as they 

proceed into the street.  

 If a child does not look both left, right and left again, or stop before entering the road, ask 

them to try again. Acknowledge what they’ve done correctly (i.e. looking ahead, coming 

to a complete stop, putting their foot up in “power pedal position” etc.).  



   

 

 

Objective: Teach children to come to a complete 

stop at stop signs and to turn in the correct lane 

with the flow of traffic.  

Set up: 2 volunteers, 1 car sign, 1 stop sign, 

sidewalk chalk, 1 large cone 

Instructions: Explain that there is an intersection 

and 4-way stop where they will be practicing 

stopping, signaling, and turning into the correct 

lane.  

Have kids line up and practice stopping and 

looking left, right and left again before signaling, 

and turning into the rightmost lane with the flow of 

traffic. Emphasize that bikers should never ride 

against traffic, as drivers won’t be expecting them and that it is important to make eye contact 

with people in cars so drivers that they know they are there. Have an adult volunteer walk 

across the intersection with a car sign and practice making eye contact with the child before 

they signal and turn.  

Tips:  

 Check for the following errors: 

-Does not come to a complete stop before signaling and turning or turns into wrong lane 

-Forgets to look left, right and left again 

-Does not make eye contact with the driver 

Hand signals: 

                        Left                                 Stopping                            Right* 

 

*Right can also be signaled with the right arm pointed straight out. However, we recommend signaling with the left 

hand for two reasons: first, when the left hand is signaling, the right hand can stay on the rear brake. In the event that 

a sudden stop is necessary, the rear brake (which controls the back wheel) is much safer to engage than the front 

brake alone- which controls the front wheel. Second, the left arm is more visible to drivers. 
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